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Optics
� Analysis of centroid motion due to pupil illumination change during a track, comparing the
actual SAC to a calibration screen at the exit pupil of the SAC with a moving baffle.  A
document has been drafted on this subject and is about to be released.  The conclusion is that the
effects are comparable with image motion due to flexure, and the exit pupil calibration screen is
adequate to calibrate the effects.

� Continuing work with ZEMAX:
- developing seeing function for image analysis
- preparation for tolerance/sensitivity analysis

� Made poster for Mexico meeting on Fabry-Perot Spectroscopy on Large Telescopes

� Been in contact with instrument scientists/principal investigators of other similar large
telescope instruments to discuss optical manufacturing, procuring, and mounting issues.

� Wrote preliminary document outlining PFIS/PFIP mounting alignment and focusing
procedures.

Mechanical
� Replicating Swales FEA results in Ideas and setting up a model that can be easily manipulated
to change beam cross sections, loads and boundary conditions in order to undertake a mass
optimization and rigidity iteration. 

� The structure is being redesigned to raise the mount ring approximately 200mm.  This effort is
now significantly behind schedule because the position of the interface ring has not been
finalized.

� Adapted the Swales Fortran program to read Ideas output data so that the Ideas FEA models
can be analyzed for image motion sensitivity.

� Modeling the focus mechanism in order to look at our choice of linear stage to meet the specs
and minimize mass. Putting together a data base of mechanism specs and details.

� We have started looking at the design of the slit mask mechanism; the mask and its mount, the
mount holder and the insertion and alignment method.

Operations
� Contacting vendors of laser cutting systems and compiling requirements and cost estimates for



the slitmask cutting factory.  It looks like a new systems might run $120k but we've been in
touch with resalers of used cutting equipment who may be able to find a suitable system for less
(about $60K).

� Compiling slitmask frame and cassette designs from Gemini so that we can understand how to
cut masks and mate them with a frame.

� Acquired samples of the carbon fibre mask material from Kinetic Composites Inc which
supplies the Gemini mask material.  We can now, in house, evaluate the reflectivity and stiffness
of the material if we wish.

Detectors (SAAO)
� CCD procurement (now nearly wrapped up)

� Mosaicing. We have been doing some serious investigations into doing our own mosaicing. We
probably will not do this for SALTICAM but if we can get the gear together, we will do it for
PFIS detector package. We really need to get on top of it to make the spare chip a useful thing
because what help will it be to us if we can't swap it if one of the detectors goes belly up.

Activities for the next month

UW:
� Continue with the post-PDR concept design iteration, including

revision of the truss design in cooperation with SALT personnel
investigate weight savings through alternate materials (eg composites)
increasing the fidelity of the weight budget
redesign structure identified as being responsible for the main flexure problems

� Develop a detailed schedule for the optics critical design, including
thermal analysis
mounting tolerance analysis
lens holder / optical fabrication design and fabrication plan
coating strategy

� Continue defining mechanical interface details
mounting ring position
mount point stiffness specifications for the ICD
mechanical envelope in the guider/ slitmask are
method of mounting guider and slitmask optics assembly

Rutgers: 
� etalon order
� develop a Memorandum of Understanding spelling out how we will deal with funding and
schedule contingencies

SAAO:
� Controller software investigations


